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1. Employees’ Provident Fund (EPF) is the main scheme under the 

Employees’ Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions Act. When 

was the act enacted 

A. 1951 

B. 1953 

C. 1952 

D. 1955 

 

2. Which of the following statements is/are correct regarding ‘Sea snot’?  

 1. It is formed by dead and living organic material.  

 2. It can damage marine ecosystems.  

Select the correct answer using the code given below:  

A. 1 only  

B. 2 only  

C. Both 1 and 2  

D. Neither 1 nor 2  
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3. Which of the following statements is/are correct regarding the Global 

Astrometric Interferometer for Astrophysics (GAIA) mission?  

 1. It will survey about one billion stars in the Milky Way Galaxy.  

 2. It is a mission of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

(NASA).  

Select the correct answer using the code given below:  

A. 1 only 

B. 2 only  

C. Both 1 and 2  

D. Neither 1 nor 2  

 

4. The Kalbelia dance, recently seen in the news, is related to which one of 

the following States?  

A. Rajasthan  

B. Uttar Pradesh  

C. Bihar  

D. Karnataka  

 

5. Consider the following statements with reference to Avian influenza:  

1. It refers to the disease caused by infection with avian influenza (flu) Type 

A viruses.  

2. It only spreads in birds and does not affect humans.  

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?  

A.  1 only  

B.  2 only  

C.  Both 1 and 2  

D. Neither 1 nor 2  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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OUTLINE FOR 7thAugust2021 DQ 

1. Ans: (C) 

 Several crores of Employees’ Provident Fund (EPF) savings have been 

drained out through fraudulent withdrawals at a regional office in Mumbai 

with the connivance of some Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation 

(EPFO) officials.  

 Employees Provident Scheme:  

 EPF is the main scheme under the Employees’ Provident Funds and 

Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952 . 

 The scheme is managed under the aegis of Employees' Provident Fund 

Organisation (EPFO).  

 It covers every establishment in which 20 or more persons are employed  

 Under EPF scheme, an employee has to pay a certain contribution 

towards the scheme and an equal contribution is paid by the employer.  

 The employee gets a lump sum amount including self and employer’s 

contribution with interest on both, on retirement.  

 Employees drawing less than Rs 15000 per month have to mandatorily 

become members of the EPF 

 

2. Ans: (C) 

 ‘Sea snot’ is a thick, slimy grey-brown sheet known as marine mucilage that 

is formed by dead and living organic material.  

 It is formed when algae are overloaded with nutrients as a result of water 

pollution combined with the effects of climate change. The nutrient overload 

occurs when algae feast on warm weather caused by global warming.  

 The algae are the prime source of maintaining oxygen concentration in water 

bodies; however, if their growth is overlooked, they could lead to the 

formation of this mucilage that could block sunlight from entering the deep 

waters.  

 ‘Sea-snot’ was first found in Turkey in 2007. They are slimy layer of grey/ 

green sludge, having the ability to damage marine ecosystems and has 

blanketed harbours and shorelines. It has been found that fishes in masses 

have been killed along with other aquatic organisms like corals and sponges. 
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3. Ans: (A) 

 The Global Astrometric Interferometer for Astrophysics (GAIA) mission will 

survey about one billion stars in the Milky Way Galaxy to create the largest 

and most accurate three-dimensional map of the Galaxy ever obtained.  

 In doing so, it will also detect new asteroids and extragalactic sources such 

as quasars, find new exoplanets and even provide some tests of Einstein’s 

theory of General Relativity.  

 The GAIA was approved in 2000 as a European Space Agency (ESA) 

Cornerstone Mission within ESA’s Horizon 2000 Plus science programme.  

 It is a purely European mission. 

 

4. Ans: (A) 

 The Kalbelia dance is an improvised dance form that has its origins in the 

State of Rajasthan in northwest India.  

 The official name of this genre, Kalbelia, refers to the community that 

performs it. The Kalbelias are attested as musicians in some scholarly works 

− the men play the pungi (a wind instrument), cang (a large frame drum) and 

daphli (a small percussion instrument), whereas the women have learned an 

extensive repertoire of songs by heart.  

 However, it is the up-tempo dance with fast turning movements and 

acrobatic steps performed by young Kalbelia girls wearing heavily decorated 

black dresses that have made this community so famous on the international 

stage.  

 It has already been recognized by the United Nations Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as intangible cultural heritage (2010). 
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5. Ans: (A) 

 Avian influenza refers to the disease caused by infection with avian (bird) 

influenza (flu) Type A viruses.  

 Avian Influenza type A viruses are classified based on two proteins on their 

surfaces – Hemagglutinin (HA) and Neuraminidase (NA). There are about 18 

HA subtypes and 11 NA subtypes.  

 Several combinations of these two proteins are possible, e.g., H5N1, H7N2, 

H9N6, H17N10, etc.  

 These viruses occur naturally among wild aquatic birds worldwide and can 

infect domestic poultry and other bird and animal species. Avian influenza 

(Bird flu) normally spreads in birds but can also infect humans. 

 Human infections are primarily acquired through direct contact with 

infected poultry or contaminated environments. 

.  
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